Republic of the Philippines
DEPARTMENT OF LABOR AND EMPLOYMENT
Intramuros, Manila

NOTICE OF MEETING

TO : UNDERSECRETARY JUDE H. ESGUERRA, NAPC
     SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT RACQUEL BUENSAALDA, GSIS
     EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR STELLA Z. BANAWIS, ECC
     DIRECTOR AHMMA CHARISMA LOBRIN-SATUMBA, BWSC
     DIRECTOR ERLINDA M. CAPONES, NEDA-SDS
     DIRECTOR CRISTINA B. CLASARA, DBM
     OIC DEPUTY EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR MARY GRACE L. RIGUER, ILS
     OIC DIRECTOR ADELINA T. DE CASTRO, PS
     OIC DIRECTOR GEMMA B. GABUYA, DSWD-PDPB
     ATTY. ALAN ORTIZ, SSC
     MS. JESSAMYN ENCARNACION, PSA
     MS. LOURDES MIÑOZA, PHILHEALTH
     MS. MA. CONCEPCION SARDANA, ILO
     MS. FELICITAS F. CALUBAYAN, DBM
     MS. NORA M. MERCADO, SSS
     MR. ANTONIO ASPER, FFW
     MS. ABIGAIL ROXAS, ECOP
     MR. AUGUSTO RODRIGUEZ, UNICEF
     MS. LUCILLE NIEVERA, WHO
     MS. EDEN LUMINLAN, UNCO

RE : 3rd Assessment-Based National Dialogue (ABND) Core Group Meeting

DATE : 23 January 2015

With the goal of establishing a nationally-defined Social Protection Floor (SPF) in the Philippines, the Department of Labor and Employment (DOLE) and the National Economic and Development Authority (NEDA) are leading the conduct of Assessment-Based National Dialogue (ABND). During the previous meetings, the following were accomplished: (1) ABND concepts and processes were introduced to the member agencies (2) Comments, inputs and recommendations to the draft ABND matrix were provided by concerned agencies, and (3) Action plan for the ABND-related activities.

In line with this, may we invite you or your representative to a meeting on 03 February 2015, 8:30am – 5:00pm at 4/F Employee’s Compensation Commission (ECC) Building, 355 Gil Puyat Avenue, Makati City. The agenda items are to validate and finalize the revised draft ABND Matrix which will be presented in the Island-wide Consultation Meetings and discuss the preparations of upcoming ABND-related activities.

We have attached revised ABND Matrix for your reference.

For inquiries and confirmation, please contact Mr. Cyrus Policarpio, Bureau of Workers with Special Concerns, at telephone number 404-3336, or thru e-mail address at cyrus_me1@yahoo.com.

MARÍA GLORIA A. TANGO
OIC-Undersecretary
Social Protection of Vulnerable Workers
Enhanced Cluster
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RE: 4th Assessment-Based National Dialogue (ABND) Core Group Meeting

DATE: 09 March 2015

May we invite you or your representative to a meeting on 12 March 2015, Thursday, 9:00am to 12:00pm, at 19th Floor ILO Auditorium, RCBC Plaza, Gil Puyat Avenue cor. Ayala Avenue, Makati City. The agenda items is to discuss the preparations for the conduct of the Island-wide Consultations and other forthcoming ABND related activities. As agreed during the previous meetings, the objective of the said consultations is to validate and generate comments and recommendations on social protection policy and program gaps from stakeholders at the regional/local level such as representatives from Regional Development Councils, representatives of Regional Tri-partite Industrial Peace Councils, employers’ groups, workers’ groups, youth organizations, and other civil society organizations (CSOs).

For inquiries and confirmation, please contact Mr. Cyrus Policarpio, Bureau of Workers with Special Concerns, at telephone number 527-3097, or thru e-mail address at mail@bwsc.dole.gov.ph.

CRIACO A. LAGUNZAD III
Undersecretary